
Column E Explanation

Registration Number: Certificate Number 93-F-008, Customer Number 1202

Number and Species of Animals: 70 Chinchillas

Explanation of Procedure Causing Powible Distress: Individual housing in an unfamiliar

environment and exposure of chinchillas to 4kHz octave band noise at 105 dB sound pressure

level for a duration of 6 hours or an impulse noise of 155 dB (75 repetitious at 1 impulsc/sec.).

This procedure is considered ncra-painful but may induce distress. This exposure induces cochlear

hair cell loss and a significant hearing threshold shift This model is utilized to test various means

to protect against cochlear hair cell loss and to potentially reverse cochlear hair cell loss,

Scientific Justification for Unrdieved Potential Distress: The potential distress of individual

housing in an unfamiliar environment is being relieved through a habituation procedure for our

experimental animals. This leaves the actual noise exposure as our only unrelieved potential for

distress as defined by the AWA. Alleviation of this potential distress through the use of

anesthetics or analgesics is scientifically contraindicated for the following reasons.

General Considerations

a. Generalized anesthesia for a six-hour duration would be medically

contraindicated and in itselfleads to a painful and distressful recover

period.

b. Animal models without anesthesia mimics human subjects under noise

exposure better than the anesthetized animal.

c. Noise exposure should try to replicate the real world as mochas possible;

we typically are ntrt exposed to noise in an anesthetized state. The
administration of drugs to sound exposed animal’s effects several

important aspects ofsound transduction in the inner ear and

eiectrophysiolqgical measurements of inner ear function Because these

confounded results from drugged animals cannot be extended to human
models, these drugged models are not used in hearing research. In the

course ofthe Medline literature review going back over 20 years some
5500 abstracts involving loud sound exposure, only about a dozen
utilized anesthetized animals and in those cases the focus ofthe studies
was to investigate the effects of those dings on cochlear
elcctrophysiologicaJ measurements

d. Noise exposures in normal animals always result in significant variations

in threshold shifts. These variations may result from a variety of factors

such as, overactive middle ear muscles, efferent feedback, and state of
the animal . Now there may be evidence that a dragged anima l gives
larger and more consistent threshold shifts because ofthe elimination of
the aforementioned variables.
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Specific Considerations

a. Sodium pento-barbrtal has been shown to have a significant effect on
trxal middle ear impedance and on the shape of the tympanograms. 2
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b. The me ofketamine tames significant increases in distortion-product

otoacoustic emissions. This result indicates that tonic activity levels in

the cochlear efferents are reduced by the anesthetic efferfs, which could

lead to greater damage due to loud sound exposure.
1,
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c. Iscfhiranc ngmficsntly attenuates auditory steady stale response (which

is a response ofthe brain to auditory stimuli) in a dose dependant

manner 5
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1. This is a pathogenesis study of Swine Influenza Virus {SIV)

,

Animals are expected’ to develop mild signs of pyrexia, anorexia,
listlessness, sneezing or coughing.

2. The un-inhibited onset of the clinical signs are necessary to judge

the pathogenic effects on the challenge virus and to evaluate the

efficacy of the respective vaccines. For this reason anti -pyretics,
expectorants, or stimulants would alter the clinical signs. These
are the drugs that would be commonly be used to relieve the pain or
distress of swine infected with influenza virus. If severe clinical
signs develop. Animals will be euthanitized

1. This is a study to determine the effect of transport on the amount
of salmonella excreted in the feces of "carrier" swine.

2. The effects must be allowed to manifest themselves without
therapeutic drugs otherwise the result b would not be valid.
Antibiotics and anti-pyretics necessary to aleive the symptoms of
salmonella infected pigs, lethargy, hyperthermia and diarrhea,
would alter the colonization in the gut and alter the amount of
salmonella excreted. Severely ill pigs , loss of motor skills, or
profuse diarrhea for more than 48 hours will be euthanitized.

1« This is a study to determine the effect of norepinephrine treatment
of salmonella infected pigs on the virulence of the disease.

2. The use of antimicrobial
, antidiahreal and antipytretics are

precluded. Pigs may develop mild symptoms after initial exposure.
The disease must be allowed to develop symptoms to provide quality
samples, reflecting either an increased virulence of the agent or
increased shedding. These signs being febrile response,
enterocolitis, increased respiration, or mild depression. Animals
that lose normal motor skills or deveipop profuse diarrhea for 48
hours will be euthanitized.

This is a study to better understand the pathogenesis and virulence
of PRRSV in swine. A part of the study is to understand virus
distribution in the tissues following infection.

The use of anti-pyretics and / or anti -inf 1amatory drugs would
alter these experimental findings .Only mild symptoms of mild
dysnea, pyrexia, anorexia or listlessnesa are expected. Pigs that
are unable to rise or develop labored breathing will be
euthanitized.

This is a study to test the efficacy of recombinant based vaccines.
Vaccines are for protection from swine influenza and PRRSV.
Parameters measured include temperature weight gain, nasal
shedding, immune responseas and lung lesions.

The parameters monitored may be altered if anti-pyretics,
anitbiotics, or expectorants were administered to decrease the pain
or discomfort of the symptomatic pigs. Therefore the use of these
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products are precluded. Disease must be allowed to manifest with
the exhibition of symptoms and lesions. Symptoms are expected only
after the animals are challanged. Only mild signs are expected.
Animals that exhibit labored bresathing or are unable to ruise when
prodded will be euthanitized

Sheep:
1. The objective of the study is to determine the effect of ovine

respiratory syncytial virus (ORSV) on B cell responsiveness.
Additionally the persistence of ORSV in lymphocytes will be better
characteri zed

.

2. The use of anti -inflammatory or anti-histamine drugs would be
expected to modulate the character of the lymphocytes. This was a

study to observe the natural course of the disease, and the use of
trial drugs to reduce the symptoms, indicators of pain or distress,
would be expected to alter the natural course of the disease.

Raccoons

:

1. The objective of the study is to develop an animal model to strain-
type the TSE's in the United States using raccoons . The time of
onset of terminal symptoms will be the primary parameter used.

2. The disease must be allowed to progress to the point of the
development of diagnostic symptoms. The use of sedatives or
tranquilizers may relieve the symptoms, but would alter the
exhibition of the symptoms, and, perhaps, prolong the symptomatic
period. To minimize the period of pain or distress, animals that
become recumbent will be euthanitized. If animals show indications
of producing self-inflicted injury, they will be euthanitized.

Hamsters

;

1. The purpose of the Btudy is to evaluate leptospira clones for
virulence. Weanling hamsters will be inoculated with live
organisms

.

2. Observation of clinical signs and how signs progress is necessary
to evaluate virulence. Alleviation or relieving of the signs would
interfere in the assessment. The primary signs used to evaluate
the disease are jaundice or hemorrhage. To relieve the pain or
distress as the result of the infection would reduce the level of
jaundice or hemorrhage. To minimize severe or terminal signs,
animals are observed every eight hours and any animal exhibiting
hemorrhage is euthanitized.
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Column E Explanation

This form is intended as an aid to completing the Column E explanation. It is not an official form and its use is

voluntary. Names, addresses, protocols, veterinary care programs, and the like, are not required as part of an

explanation A Column E explanation must be wirier, so as to be understood by lay persons as well as scientists.

1.

Registration Number: 34-R-0027
2.

Number 5199 i n column E of animals used In this study.

3. Species (common name) Gui nea Pi n of animals used in (he study.

4. Explain the procedure producing pain and/or distress.

Animals receive either virulent organisms or toxins in vaccination/
challenge studies to evaluate potency of vaccine products.5.

Provide scientific justification why pain and/or distress could not be relieved. State methods or means used to

determine that pain and/or distress relief would interfere with test results. (For Federally mandated testing, see

Item 6 below)

Death or survival is the endpoint used in the evaluation of vaccine
products. The use of analgesics has the potential for causing
misinterpretation of test results, and could alter time to death.
Animals challenged with organisms die within hours of becoming ill.
Animals challenged with toxin are considered dead and are removedfrom the test when moribund.

6.

What, if any, federal regulations require this procedure? Cite the agency, the code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) title number and the specific section number (e.g., APHIS, 9 CFR 1 13.102):

1) Product License 1260/103821
2) USP Method (Monograph, Pharmacopeial Forum

page 1002)
July-August 2003,
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